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	[image: ]Bully Blocking: SIx Secrets to Help Children Deal With Teasing and Bullying, 9781843105541 (1843105543), Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2007

	This confidence-boosting book aims to help children overcome the damaging effects of teasing and bullying, and to develop practical skills and attitudes to improve their self-esteem and quality of life. This second edition of "Bully Blocking" (originally published under the title "Bully Busting") is based on Evelyn Field's 'Secrets of relating', a six-step model that has proved highly successful in her counselling work with young people. The first part of the book helps parents understand what happens when their children are bullied and provides useful approaches for changing the attitude of children who may feel there is no hope. The second part provides a programme of activities with an emphasis of fun, helping children to understand their feeling and develop effective methods of counteracting bullying situations, including improving self-esteem, building support networks and communicating confidently. This book will be an invaluable resource for parents, teachers, educators and counsellors working with children at risk of or experiencing bullying.
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Peace-Building by, between, and beyond Muslims and Evangelical ChristiansLexington Books, 2009
When Evangelical Christian and Muslim scholars meet to dialogue, to explore the interface between their perspectives, and to deepen the shared understandings, common resources, and relationships, they discover that they have much to talk about.

There is much that is shared in common. Both take their Scriptures seriously. Both care deeply...
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Top-Down Network Design Second EditionCisco Press, 2004
op-Down Network Design, Second Edition, is a practical and comprehensive guide to designing enterprise networks that are reliable, secure, and manageable. Using illustrations and real-world examples, it teaches a systematic method for network design that can be applied to campus LANs, remote-access networks, WAN...
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Punk Marketing: Get Off Your Ass and Join the RevolutionHarper Perennial, 2007

	This is a manifesto and practical guide for all business people, those involved in marketing and even those who think they're not. These are the folks who have witnessed that the shift in power from business to consumer has dulled the traditional tools of marketing. Our book introduces a radical new approach, and new lexicon, to a...
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Android NDK Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	The short history of computing machines has witnessed some major events, which

	forever transformed our usage of technology. From the first massive main frames to

	the democratization of personal computers, and then the interconnection of networks.

	Mobility is the next revolution. Like the primitive soup, all the ingredients are now...
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Mantras for Managers: The Dialogue with Yeti (Management for Professionals)Springer, 2012

	The innovative book will stimulate thinking of corporate managers on key issues of organisations and management. The imaginary dialogues in the book represent the inherent conflict between logical cut-throat competitions rampant in today’s world and the inevitable need to retain natural grace of values. It deals with the key issues of...
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Perl Best PracticesO'Reilly, 2005
Many programmers code by instinct, relying on convenient habits or a
 "style" they picked up early on. They aren't conscious of all the
 choices they make, like how they format their source, the names they use
 for variables, or the kinds of loops they use. They're focused entirely
 on problems...
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